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ATTRACTIONS.                                 [ART. 245
where Q2 = (a2 + u) (&2 + u) (c2 -h u)9 and m2 is given by (6) as a function of u.
One result may be briefly stated, as follows.   The potential V at P of the solid ellipsoid #2/a2-f &c. = 1 is given ly
•/i(m2)) ...............(U),
where the limits are 0 to GO when P is internal and X to oo when P is external.    The value of \ is given in Art. 204, and
r.
.(12).
242. The component forces X, Y, Z due to the attraction of the solid ellipsoid may be found by differentiating the expression for V just found. Since both m2 and X are functions of the coordinates we must find dVjd\ and dVjdm\ When u = \,mz becomes unity and the subject of integration vanishes. Hence dV/d\ is zero,
Q-
The corresponding values of F, Z follow at once. For an internal point X = 0.
243.    The expression (11) for the potential of a solid ellipsoid may be put into another form in which the limits are constant by putting u = v -f X, a2 + X = of'1 &c.    Writing the formula at length we have at an external point
ZL.=sr{/tm-./?f-lL    -5L     ^ }\              dv_______
The axes of the attracting ellipsoid have disappeared from the right-hand side and are replaced by the axes a, V, c' of the confocal which passes through the attracted point.
244.    Ex.    The density at any internal point T of an ellipsoid is k. ORJOT, where OR is the semidiameter which passes through T and k is a constant.    Prove that the integrations to find A, r, Z can be effected in finite terms.
Prove also that the axial components are the same, at ail internal points on any given radius vector.
The last result is proved by noticing that before integration each component is a homogeneous function of £, 77, £ of zero dimensions. It should also be remarked that though the density at the centre is infinite the components A, Y, Z are finite. Poisson, Connaissance d'c., 1837.
245.    If we write /(m2) = A (I - m2)n, the density p at (a?, y, z) of the solid ellipsoid, and the potential V at (£, 97, f), become

